Instructions

1) Fill in center circle with your name and some way you identify. (Academically, or Professionally)
2) Fill in perimeter circles with possible careers (Fill in as many circles as want. Draw more if needed)
   a) It can be a dream job, for example, NFL player or opera singer.
   b) Leave out fantasy jobs, for example, ghostbuster or dragon trainer.
3) Observe any patterns with the choices of careers you chose. Write patterns at bottom or back.
4) Place a dot on the line between yourself and each possible career you listed.
   a) The dot should represent how close you are to that career based on skills, interest, and confidence.
5) Explore and research possibilities that you are closer too, or want to become closer to.
   a) Strengthen and expand the opportunities/interest you have.
6) Meet with an Academic or Career Advisor to discuss ideas and create an individualized plan.
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